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Save up to 50% on Amsterdam attractions
One pass. One price. All the sights.



Save with our attractions pass, or we will refund the difference. That’s our savings guarantee!

Pick your pass
Join the 7.5 million people who've used Go City to plan the perfect trip...





from €114.00

All-Inclusive Pass
Visit unlimited Amsterdam attractions each day of your pass.


 





from €69.00

Explorer Pass
Choose how many attractions to see - you'll have 60 days to visit them.




Find out more
From stadium tours to canal cruises, we've got you covered...











So, how does it all work?
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Pick the pass that suits your trip.
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Download the pass to your phone with our app.
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No additional entry fees - just show your pass at each attraction and you're in!



Paper tickets? Forget about it.
Everything you need on one pass, right there on your phone.
See how it works




Why choose Go City®?




Save more
Our attraction passes save you more than buying individual tickets - we guarantee it!


Experience more
Our local experts have handpicked the best attractions, tours and activities.


Always easy
One price. One pass. All the top attractions, all on your phone.
Buy with confidence


Free cancellation
Plans can change, we get it. All non-activated passes are eligible for a refund within 90 days from your purchase date.

Find out more


Help
Confused? We're here to help!

See our FAQs

We're kind of popular, but don't just take our word for it.


Have a 5% discount, on us!
Sign up to our newsletter and receive exclusive discounts, trip inspiration and attraction updates straight to your inbox.
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By signing up, you agree to receiving email updates in accordance with Go City’s privacy policy. We do not sell your personal data.
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